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Personality and Intellectual CompetenceLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
After a century of psychometric testing (Binet, 1903), the prediction of
future achievement still remains a relatively unaddressed issue. In applied
settings, workers in organizations and academic institutions are
uncertain about the choice of robust instruments to maximize the prediction
of success and failure. At a theoretical...
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Open Source Fuzzing ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2007
A "fuzzer" is a program that attempts to discover security vulnerabilities by sending random data to an application. If that application crashes, then it has deffects to correct. Security professionals and web developers can use fuzzing for software testing--checking their own programs for problems--before hackers do it!
Open...
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Interpretation of Pulmonary Functions Tests: A Practical GuideLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003

	
		The first edition of Interpretation of Pulmonary Function Tests was well received and met our goal of appealing to a wide, varied audience of health professionals. In the second edition, we added a section to expand our discussion of lung mechanics. We emphasize the mechanical impairments faced...
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Java EE 8 Development with Eclipse: Develop, test, and troubleshoot Java Enterprise applications rapidly with Eclipse, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop and deploy fully functional applications and microservices utilising Tomcat, Glassfish servers, Cloud and docker in Java EE 8

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the complete workflow of developing enterprise Java applications
	
			Develop microservices with Docker Container and...
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McGraw-Hill's PCATMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Pharmacy College Admission Test (PCAT) is a standardized exam that is used to assess applicants to pharmacy schools. It is required as part of the admissions process by most U.S. pharmacy schools. The test is created and administered by Harcourt Assessment, the oldest commercial test publisher in the nation and a leader in the test development...
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Selenium WebDriver Practical GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	Creating automation test scripts for your web applications with Selenium WebDriver has never been easier thanks to this user-friendly book. All you need is a basic knowledge of Core Java, and then the practical tutorials supply the rest.


	Overview

	
		Covers basic to advanced concepts of WebDriver
	...
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MCTS 70-620 Exam Prep: Microsoft Windows Vista, ConfiguringQue, 2007
MCTS 70-620 Exam Prep: Microsoft Windows Vista, Configuring is designed for network administrators, network engineers, and consultants who are pursuing the Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) or Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP) certifications for Windows Vista. This book covers the "TS: Microsoft Windows...
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CWTS Certified Wireless Technology Specialist Study Guide (Exam PW0-070)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	A comprehensive study guide for the new, entry-level wireless credential from the CWNP program


	Written by a wireless networking expert and instructor, this study guide offers complete coverage of all objectives for the brand-new Certified Wireless Technology Specialist exam. CWTS...
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TestComplete CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Novice tester or expert, the 110+ recipes in this book are structured to be useful across all levels. Use them to increase your knowledge of TestComplete and ultimately master this incredibly versatile tool.


	Overview

	
		Learn to produce easily modifiable and maintainable scripts
	
		Customize...
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UMTS Performance Measurement: A Practical Guide to KPIs for the UTRAN EnvironmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Having dealt with in-depth analysis of SS#7, GSM and GPRS networks I started to monitor
UTRAN interfaces approximately four years ago. Monitoring interfaces means decoding
the data captured on the links and analysing how the different data segments and messages
are related to each other. In general I wanted to trace all messages...
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Electrical and Electronic Principles and Technology, Third EditionNewnes, 2007
An introductory textbook for students of electronics and electrical engineering

* New colour layout helps navigation and highlights key learning points, formulae and exercises
* 400 worked problems and over 1,300 questions, all with answers
* Fully up to date with the...
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Visualforce Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 75 recipes to help you create powerful custom pages, simplify data-entry, and enrich the Salesforce user interface


	Overview

	
		Provide an enhanced user experience with dynamically generated, reactive pages
	
		Access data over additional channels via public web sites and mobile pages

...
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